Princeton Review Prep Programs

- Convenient and highly effective prep options
- Test prep and admissions expertise
- Guaranteed results

Private Tutoring

IT'S ALL ABOUT YOU
- Achieve your best score with a prep plan designed just for you
- Meet with your tutor when and where you want
- Benefit from a program frequently adjusted to match your progress

Small Group Instruction

TAILORED PREP IN A SMALL GROUP SETTING
- Prep with elite GRE instructors
- Thrive with instruction tailored to meet your needs
- Receive personalized coaching to eliminate weaknesses and reinforce strengths

Classroom

FOCUSED AND IN-DEPTH CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION
- Review practice tests one-on-one with your instructor
- Master all test content and learn test-taking strategies
- Sharpen your skills with the most realistic computer-adaptive testing practice

LiveOnline

TARGETED PREP AND A CONVENIENT FORMAT
- Prep anywhere you have access to an Internet connection
- Get the same results-driven instruction as our Classroom course
- Review concepts in breakout rooms dedicated to problem areas and individual questions

Self-prep options
Set your own prep schedule and pace with online courses, books or a combination of the two:
- Our GRE Online courses provide interactive, self-paced video lessons and online practice tests
- Our test prep books feature expert tips, key strategies and advice to master the GRE

Cutting-edge instruction techniques
Our courses use Adaptoity, an advanced teaching method that combines our techniques with the technology used in the multistage computer-adaptive GRE to give you an edge in understanding the concepts tested on the Revised GRE.

All of our courses come with The Princeton Review score-improvement guarantee.*

GET STARTED TODAY.
800-2Review (800-273-8439) | PrincetonReview.com

*Visit PrincetonReview.com/guarantee for details. GRE is a registered trademark of the Educational Testing Service (ETS), which is not affiliated with The Princeton Review. The Princeton Review is not affiliated with Princeton University.